Ad type: For sale

Category: Aircraft > Private Jets > Bombardier Challenger > 605

Price: USD $11,995,000

Year: 2011

Location: NJ, United States, North America + Canada

TTAF: 3394

Aircraft Highlights:
Collins ProLine 21 Advanced Avionics Suite  ATG-5000 Gogo Biz Hi-Speed Internet  Engines on GE OnPoint, APU on MSP, Airframe on Smart Parts  Operated & Maintained Part 135  ADS-B Out v2, FANS, TCAS 7.1 12 Passenger Floorplan Very Nice Paint and Interior One U.S. Owner Since New

Airframe / Engines / APU / Weight:

Airframe:

Engines:
Engines: General Electric CF34-3B Enrolled on GE OnPoint Left: S/N 950953 3,394 Hours 1,906 Cycles On Condition Right: S/N 950950 3,394 Hours 1,906 Cycles On Condition

APU:
Honeywell GTCP36-150 (CL) Enrolled on MSP S/N: P-303 1,682 Hours

Maintenance & Inspections:
Engines Enrolled on GE OnPoint  APU Enrolled on Honeywell MSP  Airframe is enrolled on Smart Parts Operated & Maintained Part 135 (10 Passengers or More) Maintenance Records Tracked on TRAXXALL 12/24/48/96 Month Inspections & 400/800/1600/3200 Hourly Tasks c/w 09/18 at Bombardier's Hartford Service Center - Windsor Locks, CT
Avionics:
Collins ProLine 21 Advanced Avionics Suite w/ 4 10” x 12” LCD Screens & Integrated Menu Collins ProLine 21 Advanced System Includes: • Triple Honeywell Laserfleck V IRS (SB605-34-004) • Dual Primary Flight Displays (PFD) • Dual Multi-Function Displays (MFD) for Integrated Navigation, Weather & Traffic Information, Enhanced Maps • Dual Flight Management System FMC-6200 • Dual VOR/ILS/MKR NAV Receivers • Dual Collins 3-Channel DME-4000 Transceivers • Dual Collins Digital ADF-462 Receivers • Dual Collins 850E Digital Air Data Computers (ADC) • Dual Channel Autopilot System • Dual VHF Comm (8.33 kHz Spacing) with Provisions for Third VHF • Dual TDR-94D Mode S Transponders w/ ADS-B Out v2 (DO-206B) (SB 605-34-030) • Dual Engine Indication and Crew Alerting • Dual Digital HF Comm • Digital Color Weather Radar System • Single SELCAL Decoder • TCAS II with Change 7.1 (SB 605-34-018) • Honeywell Mark VII Traffic Avoidance Warning System (TAWS) • Integrated Flight Information System • Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR) (120 min) • Flight Data Recorder (25 hr) • Central Maintenance System (CMS) • On-Board Data Loader (OBL) • Lightning Detection System Relocation • 3D Map and Long-Range Cruise • Runway Awareness Advisory System (RAAS) • VHFDatalink with Iridium Interface

Interior & Entertainment:
Original Jet Aviation (Cahokia) Completion September 2011 Twelve (12) passenger Floorplan 2 (w/ Conference Group & Extended Cabin) interior completed by Jet Aviation (Cahokia) in 2011. The forward cabin features four-place club seating covered in a light cream-colored leather with a 22” LCD monitor on the forward left bulkhead. The aft cabin features a four-place divan upholstered in dark brown fabric opposite a four-place club arrangement with a conference table and a 22” LCD monitor in the aft right bulkhead. The forward galley features a TIA High Temperature Oven, TIA Wavejet Microwave Oven, and a TIA Coffee Maker. Galley and Lavatory countertops upgraded to Aerostone countertop w/ nosing and drip lip. The carpet is a medium gray with a modern geometric pattern. The cabin plating is polished nickel.

Exterior:
Exterior: Original Jet Aviation (Cahokia) Completion September 2011 Aircraft upper fuselage is painted Gloss White with a Light Gray lower fuselage. Location: Aircraft is Located at Long Island MacArthur Airport (ISP), in Ronkonkoma, NY, USA.

Additional Equipment & Information:
Major Aircraft Service Changes, Enhancements, & Upgrades: • SB 605-34-019 Pro Line 21 Advanced Upgrade • SB 605-34-030 ADS-B Out v2 (DO-206B) • SB 605-23-008 Future Air Navigation System (FANS) Installed • SB 605-23-011 Iridium SATCOM Installed • SB 605-34-032 FMS - Installation of Long-Range Cruise • SB 605-23-002, 605-23-007, 605-23-013 Data Link System w/ Link 2000+ & Universal Weather • SB 605-23-012 3rd VHF Meets Link 2000+ Certification Requirement • SB 605-34-022 Runway Awareness Advisory System (RAAS) • SB 605-34-018 TCAS w/ Change 7.1 Upgrade to Meet the New Regulation Requirement • SB 605-31-001 Rev 6 FDR w/ FAR 135 Enhancement Package • SB 605-34-004 Rev 3 Inertial Reference System - Installation of the Third IRS System (IRS 3) • SB 605-34-011 Rev 4 GPS - Install Wide Area Aug System (WAAS) Capable GPS System Additional Equipment: • Aircell ATG-5000 Gogo Biz® Hi-Speed Internet Service w/ Talk & Text • Airshow 410 Cabin Display • Single 3.5 KVA 110V/60 Hz Converter • Five (5) 110V/60 Hz Utility Outlets: 1 Cockpit, 1 Galley, 2 Cabin, and 1 Vanity • Cockpit Writing Tables (Set) • Full-Face Cockpit EROS Oxygen Masks (Set) • Single Cabin and Lavatory Call Switch with Cockpit Chime • ICS 200 Dual Channel Iridium Telephone w/ 1 Cordless Cabin Handset & 1 Cockpit Handset • CD-ROM Version of IPCC, MM, Wiring Diagrams and Chapter 5 • One (1) Therapeutic Oxygen Outlet Located in Cabin • Emergency Medical Kit • Defibrillator • Jeppesen Under-floor Manual Storage • Two (2) 20” Monitors Forward & Aft Bulkheads • Audio International Control Panels and Touch Screens • One (1) Audio International 10-disc CD Player • Two (2) Audio International Multi-standard DVD Players • Dennis Tracy Audio Speakers • Remote Control • Additional Cabin Handset (RH #2 Seat) • Maintenance Ladder • Foreign Certification • Entry Light Off Switch • Rosen Cockpit Sunvisor System • One (1) Spare Cabin Wireless Handset • 2nd Refuel/Defuel Panel (Cockpit) • Avionics Bay Light • Main Wheel Storage Provisions • Aft Equipment Bay Storage Box and Catwalk • Tronair Axle Jack & Storage Box • Two (2) Rechargeable Cockpit Flashlights • Fire Extinguisher in Aft LH Storage Cabinet • Relocation of Tow Bar to Nose Avionics Bay • Ten (10) Stereo Headsets • Variable Cabin and Galley Lighting • Additional Magazine Rack (FS 352) • Upper Galley Storage Doors w/ Effect Lighting • One (1) Drop-in Ashtray • LED Lighting Throughout • Electrically Operated MSA Window Shades • Three (3) Laptop Meal Trays and Pouches • Full Length Cockpit Night Curtain (Blackout Type) • Lavatory Floor Mat Pressure Switch • Two (2) Five-Gallon Non-Conformal Water Tanks • Locking Fuel Caps • Co-Pilot Electronic Flight Bag (EFB) • Auxiliary Heater (Galley Area) • Bilingual Placards • Track & Swivel Jump Seat • Jump Seat Audio Panel • External Compartment Lights • Artex C-406N 406 MHz ELT w/ NAV Interface • Pilot and Co-Pilot Heater Mats • Emergency Vision Assurance System (EVAS) • Digital GPS Clock • CMC Electronic Flight Bag • Pulsed Landing Lights and Tail Logo Light System • RVSM, NPS, RNP10 Capable • Forward & Aft Cabin Pocket Doors • Entry Area Acoustical Curtain • Honeywell Collins 4006 Dual Channel Automated Flight Control System w/ Autothrottle • Collins Dual Scan Weather Radar w/ 14” Antenna and Lightning Detection System – RTA-854 • Collins FSU 5000 File Server • DBU-5000 Database Loader • Quick Access Recorder • Pilot and Co-Pilot Heated Mats • Collins Airshow 410 • Kidde Smoke Detection System (Baggage Area)
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Leading Edge Aviation Solutions
URL: https://www.avbuyer.com/dealers/details/leading-edge-aviation-solutions
Phone: +1 (201) 891 0881, Email: aircraftsales@leas.com
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